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Summary
• Welcome Symposium – importance of learning exchange between
practitioners and academics
• The context – social housing under siege but windows for influence –
30 years of flawed choices
• The academic contribution – Hybridity as a way to understand real
world choices
• Future directions – ways to rebalance hybridity, restoring community
influence
• So what can academics do?
• Some conclusions for future practice

Broken Housing System in England
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Fixing our Broken Housing
Market – White Paper Feb
2017

Massive Housing Supply Gap
Affordability Housing declining
Lack of Choice
Big Social Housing out of touch with
communities and abandoning
neighbourhood niche
Large Housebuilders unresponsive to
variation in market (e.g.extended
households, co-housing)
Generation Rent/Priced Out (alternatives
to private rent for young people)
Wasted resources (empty homes)
Tenants voices marginal to key decisions
about the sector, their organisations and
their homes

Grenfell shifts the Agenda
The ‘New Deal for Social Housing’ Green Paper
(August 2018) raises some of the right issues.
• many people living in social housing DO feel
“ignored, treated with a lack of respect (by
landlords) who appear remote,
unaccountable and uninterested”.
• the status quo cannot be trusted to tackle
tenant powerlessness without tenants having
a national voice to speak on their behalf.
• The whole social housing sector needs to be
much more community-led.
Nic Bliss, Confederation of Cooperative
Housing
• https://www.24housing.co.uk/opinion/thesocial-housing-green-paper-will-tenants-betaking-back-control/

Hybridity
Theoretical distraction or key to understanding NFP housing?
Housing organisations are hybrid

‘spanning state and market,
combining public and private
action logics, and subject to
multiple sets of institutional
conditions’ (Blessing 2012)
‘one of the most compelling
reasons for considering change in
housing organisations through the
lens of hybridity is to capture
underlying tensions associated
with competing institutional
logics’ (Mullins Czischke and van
Bortel 2012)

GOALS
• Affordability/Security/Decent Homes/Social Mix
MECHANISMS
• State funding & regulation
• Personal housing subsidy
• Planning Gain
• Private Finance
• Contracts with private landlords
• Cross-Subsidy
• Value uplift
TENSIONS
• State/market
• Social/commercial
What’s Missing?

Many hybrid choices
• A simple shift from state to market
influence?
• A cross-subsidy mechanism (but who
cross subsidise whom?)
• Strong state control linked to increased
market mechanisms (state led
hybridisation)
• HAs building strong balance sheets
through mix of state subsidy and private
borrowing (but for whose benefit?)
• Asset stripping v Reinvestment (key
battle ground in social housing estates)
None of the above variants consider
influence or transformative role of
communities

The missing community pole ?
‘Had

there been a greater sense of
tenant and community ownership
in social housing it would have
been harder for Governments to
undermine its vision and purpose’.

HCRG (20160 Social Housing and
the Good Society
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-sociologycriminology/research/projects/2015/social-housing-and-the-goodsociety.aspx

• Attacks on social housing model (cost, security, quality
and access) rarely defended in similar way to Health
Service
• Defend Council Housing, SHOUT relatively weak
influence
• HAs often started with community roots - but ‘lost
their civil society heart beat’ (Purkis, 2010)
• 1970s state support co-op model, Tenant Management
in council housing also supported 1980s & 90s
• ‘tenants at heart’ models for stock transfer 1990s and
00s and Tenant Services Agency briefly!
• Community Governance restored for some stock
reinvestment strategies
• CLH models emerging such as Community Land Trusts –
affordability in perpetuity. Some state support
Community Housing Fund
But potential for stronger and wider influence and more
balanced hybridity – will the Green Paper achieve this?

Future Directions – Rebalancing Hybridity
1. Tenants & social housing governance
• Strengthening Residents’ voice in
Governance
• Influencing organisations’ responses to
change
• Resident Engagement an investment not a
cost
• Maintaining core social purpose improving
satisfaction
• Regulatory reform? (league tables or
more?)
• Organisational restructuring (regional and
local feedback and co-production?)
• Building in involvement to new schemes
• Mutual Organisations provide alternative
model for reform of ‘Big Social Housing’

‘Effective mutuality in a housing
association protects and delivers
value and ensures accountability. It’s
tenant and other members sit at the
heart of the business’
CCH 2017 – Mutuality and Accountability in HA
Sector

HCRG research on resident engagement models
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-sociologycriminology/research/projects/2015/tenantengagement-in-governance.aspx

Future Directions – Rebalancing Hybridity
2. Community stewardship of assets
• Responding to scaling up of HAs and
abandonment of community niche
• Scope for partnerships between Big Social
Housing and community based organisations
• Local communities better placed for
stewardship role (self-help housing, Big Local,
community anchors)
• Opportunities for asset transfers as HAs
dispose of assets (older street properties) –
need to preserve social purpose (especially
historic public subsidy)
• Growth of community-led collaborative
models – e.g. CLTs protecting assets in
perpetuity
• Success of asset based community
development (e.g. empty homes programme)

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-sociologycriminology/research/projects/2015/empty-homescommunity-grants.aspx

Future Directions – Rebalancing Hybridity
3. Socialising the Private rented sector
• Responding to ‘the new social housing’
growing in place of social housing
• Provided for profit, subsidised by housing
benefits but weakly regulated
• Emergence of new for profit registered
providers (NHF names battle)
• Cost, security and quality arguments
(stable base for families & employment)
• Generation rent and electoral
significance
• Ways for Big Social Housing to engage
– Market rent initiatives or more?
– French Head Leasing model for short term
social rents in high cost areas

HCRG & JRF research on social lettings
agencies
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-sociologycriminology/research/projects/2015/sociallettings-agencies.aspx

HCRG and Spring Housing research on
exempt accommodation
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/socialpolicy/departments/social-policy-sociologycriminology/research/projects/2018/exemptaccommodation.aspx

Future Directions – Rebalancing Hybridity
4. Reinvestment & Social Finance
• Is hybridity limited to non-profits? – scope
for social purposes in for profit sector
• role of regulation in strengthening CSR
• Example of US Community Reinvestment
Act
• Banks must reinvest in communities where
they draw their deposits – housing
through low income tax credits
• Non-compliance can prevent mergers
• Is this a potential model for closer
partnerships between investors, local
authorities and communities in England?
• What is the role and limits of social impact
investment?
Anita Blessing – REINVEST Marie Curie Fellowship
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/social-policy/departments/social-policysociology-criminology/research/projects/2015/financing-affordable-housing-underlocalism.aspx

Blessing A. and Mullins D. (forthcoming) Organisational
Hybridity in affordable housing finance in Billis D and
Rochester C eds Handbook on Hybrid Organisations.
Cheltenham, Edward Elgar

So what can academics do?
Visioning and Critical Analysis

Support organising and campaigns

• Use theoretical reflection to provide new
possibilities for policy and practice

• Co-production and partnership models (but on
whose terms?)

• Encourage a broad vision of the role of nonprofit housing

• Evidence based contributions to social change
initiatives

• Explore trade-offs in NFP system

• Links with local action and campaigns

• State, Market and Community
• Social & Commercial goals

• Seeing the Bigger Picture

• Understanding policy pathways
• Identifying alternative models

• International knowledge sharing
• Exploring alternative models and how they might
work in different contexts

Visioning, support and critical analysis

Local Activism and Organising
targets
CLH
strategy/action
plan
Influencing
% of CLH home
built
Birmingham CLH
Partnership

land

support to new
CLH initiatives
Enabling
resources to help
CLH initiatives
develop

International Knowledge Sharing
Network Power
ENHR 30 Years of International Housing
Research & Knowledge Sharing
Social Housing Institutions and
Governance Working Group since 2002.
Special Issues on:
• Network Theory and Housing Systems
• Market Concepts, Coordination Mechanisms and New Actors
in Social Housing
• Network Governance in urban regeneration, community
involvement and integration
• Hybridity
• Self-organised and civil society participation

Co-production with NFP organisations
• Delphi panels with NFP actors in England,
Ireland, Netherlands, Australia, US

• Housing Europe

• Knowledge exchange on affordable housing
finance models

• European Federation for Living

• Book on Affordable Housing Governance and
Finance
• Work on social impact indicators
• Social Domain working group

Identifying alternative models and
understanding how they work

Willy*Fred habiTAT project in Linz – self-organised
and crowd-funded

Sargfabrik project in Vienna - Housing, culture and
local impact in the 14th District

Conclusions
Academics can make an important contribution to supporting NFP
Housing by:
• Critical analysis of purpose and operating environment
• Develop and test theory to assist in practical understanding
• Illuminate real world choices and consequences
• Take a broad view of the NFP sector including the influence of
residents and citizens
• Co-production with practitioners to understand and influence
policy and practice
• Network power across national and field boundaries

Further Information

Housing and Communities Research
Group
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/social-policy/housingcommunities/about/index.aspx
Halima Sacranie, Group Lead – H.Sacranie@bham.ac.uk
Prof David Mullins, Emeritus Professor – D.W.Mullins@bham.ac.uk

